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Sometimes a perfect love is the most dangerous thing in the world.

When young, talented Koishi Paz attends a posh Hollywood party, a chance encounter opens the door to a
secret world of dark desires. At its heart stands the mysterious Valeria Stregazzi: a woman with a dark past,
inner demons, and an irresistible magnetism. Her own hungers aroused, Koishi plunges into Val's world,
believing she can stop any time she wants...only to find she cannot.

Inspired by such notorious works as Story of O, The Image, and Nine and a Half Weeks, Dangerous explores
a modern woman's journey into submission and transformation. This shocking, unpredictable, and sometimes
funny tale is a Twenty-First Century version of Beauty and the Beast seasoned with a dash of Fight Club.

Dangerous is literary erotica for the thinking person. It'll keep you up reading all night, then haunt you for
days.
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From reader reviews:

Warren Damron:

Do you one among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on
guys that aren't like that. This Dangerous book is readable by means of you who hate the straight word style.
You will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving also decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer involving Dangerous content conveys the thought easily to
understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content but it just
different in the form of it. So , do you even now thinking Dangerous is not loveable to be your top listing
reading book?

Margaret Wright:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them friends and
family or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or
perhaps playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity honestly, that is look
different you can read the book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book which you read you can
spent all day every day to reading a book. The book Dangerous it is extremely good to read. There are a lot
of people that recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. When you did not
have enough space to bring this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this
book out of your smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book features high quality.

James Mendoza:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You can see that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended for you is Dangerous this book consist a lot of the information on the condition of this world
now. This book was represented how can the world has grown up. The language styles that writer value to
explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some analysis when he makes this book. Here is why
this book suitable all of you.

Mary Peterson:

You will get this Dangerous by go to the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it could to be your
solve problem if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only simply
by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era similar to
now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your personal ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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